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Abstract: The closed neighbourhood N[v] of a vertex v of a graph G, consisting of at least one vertex from all colour
classes with respect to a proper colouring of G, is called a rainbow neighbourhood in G. The minimum number of vertices
and the maximum number of vertices which yield rainbow neighbourhoods with respect to a chromatic colouring of G are
called the minimum and maximum rainbow neighbourhood numbers, denoted by r−χ (G), r+χ (G) respectively. In this paper,
by a colour, we mean a solid colour and by a transparent colour, we mean the fading of a solid colour. The fading numbers
of a graph G, denoted by f−(G), f+(G) respectively, are the maximum number of vertices for which the colour may fade to
transparent without a decrease in r−χ (G) and r+χ (G) respectively.
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1 Introduction
For all terms and definitions, which are not defined specifically in this paper, we refer to [1,2,10]. Unless mentioned
otherwise, all graphs considered here are undirected, simple, finite and connected.
The open neighbourhood of a vertex v ∈V (G), denoted by N(v), is the set of all vertices that are adjacent to v.
The closed neighbourhood of v, denoted by N[v], is defined as N(v)∪{v}.
A vertex colouring of a graph G is an assignment ϕ : V (G) 7→ C = {c1,c2, . . . ,c`}, of a set of colours to the
vertices of G and is denoted by, ϕ(G). A vertex colouring ϕ(G) is said to be a proper vertex colouring of a graph
G if no two adjacent vertices have the same colour. The minimum number of colours in a proper colouring of G
is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted by χ(G). We call a colouring consisting of χ(G) colours a χ-
colouring or a chromatic colouring of G. When the context is clear the corresponding chromatic colouring is written
as c :V (G) 7→ C or as c(V (G)) = C . Generally, when the cardinality of the set of colours C is bound by conditions
such as minimum, maximum or others and since, c(V (G)) = C , it can be agreed that c(G) means c(V (G)) hence,
c(G)⇒ C and |c(G)|= |C |.
The set of all vertices of a graph G having a particular colour ci with respect to a chromatic colouring c(G) is
called the colour class of ci and is denoted by, Ci.
Unless mentioned otherwise, in the following discussion, we follow the following convention in colouring the
vertices of a graph G. Let I1 be the maximal independent in G. Assign colour c1 to all vertices in I1. Let G1 =G− I1
and let I2 be a maximal independent set in G1. Assign colour c2 to all vertices in I2. Proceed like this until all vertices
in G are coloured properly. This convention is called rainbow neighbourhood convention (see [3]).
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The closed neighbourhood N[v] of a vertex v∈V (G), consisting of at least one vertex from all colour classes, with
respect to a chromatic colouring c(G), is called a rainbow neighbourhood in G. The number of vertices in G which
yield rainbow neighbourhoods in G is called the rainbow neighbourhood number of G and is denoted by rχ(G). For
further studies on rainbow neighbourhood number of graphs, see [3,6,8,9]. Note that r−χ (G) and r+χ (G) respectively
denote the minimum value and maximum value of rχ(G) over all minimum proper colourings (see [6]).
A minimum parameter colouring of a graph G is a proper colouring of G which consists of the colours ci; 1 ≤
i≤ χ(G) or put differently, i= 1,2,3, . . . ,χ(G). In other words, a minimum parameter colouring of G is the colouring
consisting of the colours having minimum subscripts. Unless stated otherwise, we consider minimum parameter
colouring throughout this paper. Note that r−χ (G) necessarily corresponds to a chromatic colouring in accordance
with the rainbow neighbourhood convention.
2 Fading Number of a Graph
In this discussion, by a colour we mean a solid colour (or an opaque colour), while transparent colour is considered
to be the fading of a solid colour. We shall denote a transparent colour by c◦ and note that c◦ /∈ C . Therefore, for
any vertex v with c(v) = c◦ and adjacent to a vertex u, we have c(v) /∈ c(N[u]).
The notion of the fading number of a graph G is defined as:
Definition 1. The fading number corresponding to a chromatic colouring of G is the maximum number of vertices for
which their solid colours may fade to transparent without any decrease in its rainbow neighbourhood number rχ(G).
A fade set of graph G corresponding to a chromatic colouring is defined as F◦(G) = {v : c(v) = c◦}.
Let F◦(G) be a fade set of graph G corresponding to a chromatic colouring c(G) defined by F◦(G)= {v : c(v)= c◦}.
Also, let f−(G) = max{|F◦(G)| : r−χ (G) = r−χ (〈V (G)−F◦(G)〉)}, where r−χ (G) is taken over all possible fade sets
F◦(G). Similarly, let f+(G) = max{|F◦(G)| : r+χ (G) = r+χ (〈V (G)−F◦(G)〉)}, where r+χ (G) is taken over all possible
fade sets F◦(G)}.
Note that since both f−(G) and f+(G) are maximum values over similar sets which differ only because of the
number of times colours in a chromatic colouring are allocated to vertices. Hence, we have f−(G)≥ f+(G).
Consider the thorn cycle C?3 which has cycle vertices v1,v2,v3 with ti ≥ 1 pendant vertices at the vertex vi, where
i= 1,2,3. Clearly, χ(C?3) = 3 and r
−
χ (C
?
3) = r
+
χ (C
?
3) = 3. The colours assigned to the
3
∑
i=1
ti pendant vertices may all fade
to c◦ without a decrease in the respective rainbow neighbourhood numbers. This example establishes the existence
of infinitely many graphs with arbitrary large fading numbers.
For n≥ 1, both the null graph Nn and the complete graph Kn, are the extremal graphs with regards to the structor
index si(G) of a graph G and hence we have f−(Nn) = f+(Nn) = 0 and f−(Kn) = f+(Kn) = 0.
Solid colours may represent a specific property abstraction, technology type or infrastructure type all of which are
subject to deterioration. This deterioration is modelled to be fading of solid colours. The question to be answered is
when critical deterioration has established in a graph or network such that fully functional subgraphs or subnetworks
are retained.
From the definition and concepts mentioned above, we have the following theorem, which sets a lower bound to
the fading number of a general chromatic colouring of a graph G.
Theorem 1. Let c(G) be a general chromatic colouring of a graph G of order n and let U be the set of all vertices u in
G such that N[u] is rainbow neighbourhoods in G. Then, the general fading number is of G is fχ(G)≥ n−| ⋃
u∈U
N[u]|.
Proof. Note that | ⋃
u∈U
N[u]| equals the exact number of vertices which belongs to some rainbow neighbourhood in
G. Hence, we have n≥ | ⋃
u∈U
N[u]| and n−| ⋃
u∈U
N[u]| ≥ 0. Since, for some w ∈U , c(N[w]) may contain repetition of a
colour, a corresponding vertex (or vertices) may fade to transparent. Therefore, fχ(G)≥ n−| ⋃
u∈U
N[u]|.
c© 2017 Authors
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Note that the equality holds in Theorem 1 when N[ui]∩N[u j] = /0 for all distinct pairs ui,u j ∈U and |N[u]|= χ(G),
∀u ∈U .
It is obvious that a vertex which yields a rainbow neighbourhood cannot be an element in the set of faded vertices.
In this context, we recall an important theorem from [6].
Theorem 2. [6] For cycle Cn with n is odd and `= 0,1,2, . . ., we have
(i) r+χ (C7+4`) = 3+2(`+1); and
(ii) r+χ (C9+4`) = 3+2(`+1).
Proposition 1.
(i) Let µ(G) be the Mycielski graph of G of order n≥ 1, then f−(µ(G)) = f+(µ(G)) = n.
(ii) For bipartite graphs, f−(G) = f+(G) = 0.
(iii) For odd cycles, we have
(a) C3 and C5, we have f−(C3) = f−(C5) = 0 and for n≥ 7, we have f−(Cn) = n−5.
(b) For all odd cycles Cn, we have f+(Cn) = 0.
(iv) Thorn graphs G? of χ-colourable graphs G with χ(G)≥ 3, we have
(a) f−(G?)≤ f−(G)+
`
∑
i=1
ti and,
(b) f+(G?)≤ f+(G)+
`
∑
i=1
ti, where ti ≥ 1 is the number of thorns added to some vertices vi ∈V (G), 1≤ i≤ `≤ n.
Proof.
(i) The Mycielski graph or or Mycielskian of a graph G, denoted by µ(G), is the simple connected graph with
V (µ(G)) =V (G)∪{x1,x2,x3, ...,xn}∪{w} and E(µ(G)) = E(G)∪{vix j,v jxi| if and only if viv j ∈ E(G)}∪{wxi|∀i}
with the known meaning of vertices xi, 1≤ i≤ n and w. We know that χ(µ(G)) = χ(G)+1 with c(w) = cχ(G)+1.
Therefore, only vertex w yields a rainbow neighbourhood in G. Since w is adjacent to all xi, 1≤ i≤ n and is not
adjacent to any v ∈V (G), all solid colours assigned to v ∈V (G) may fade to c◦. Hence the result.
(ii) For bipartite graphs G each vertex v ∈V (G) yields a rainbow neighbourhood (see [3] for the proof). Hence, we
have f−(G) = f+(G) = 0.
(iii) Consider an odd cycle Cn. Then, we have
(a) Since, C3 is a complete graph the result is trivial. For C5, consider the cyclically colouring c(v1) = c1,
c(v2) = c2, c(v3) = c1, c(v4) = c2 and c(v5) = c3. Clearly, vertices v1,v4,v5 yield rainbow neighbourhoods to
result in, r−χ(C5) = 3. The 5-path, vn−2vn−1vnv1v2 has to retain solid colours to ensure no decrease in r−χ (P5)
if fading effects at some vertices. Therefore the result for C5. Through immediate induction the result holds
for all n≥ 7 and n is odd.
(b) Consider the conventional vertex labeling of a cycle Cn to be consecutively and clockwise, v1,v2,v3, . . . ,vn.
For the cycle C3, the result is obvious. For cycle C5, the colouring c(v1) = c1, c(v2) = c2, c(v3) = c3, c(v4) = c1,
c(v5) = c2 gives the result.
For n≥ 7 consider three classes of odd cycles.
(i) For For Cn, n = 3t, t ≥ 3 The colouring c(v1) = c1, c(v2) = c2, c(v3) = c3, · · · , c(vn−2) = c1, c(vn−1) = c2,
c(vn) = c3 gives the result.
(ii) For Cn, n = 7+ 4`, n 6= 3t, t ≥ 3, ` = 0,1,2, . . . consider the colouring, c(v1) = c1, c(v2) = c2, c(v3) =
c3, · · · , c(vn−1) = c3, c(vn) = c2 and the result follows through immediate induction.
(iii) For Cn, n = 9+ 4`, n 6= 3t, t ≥ 3, ` = 0,1,2, . . . consider the colouring, c(v1) = c1, c(v2) = c2, c(v3) =
c3, · · · , c(vn−2) = c3, c(vn−1) = c1, c(vn) = c2 and the result follows through immediate induction.
(iv) Consider a thorn graph G such that every internal vertex vi has ti ≥ 1 pendant edges (thorns) attached to
it. Then, we have
(a) Clearly and without loss of generality, all thorns ti, 2 ≤ i ≤ ` may be coloured c1 and thorns t1 may be
coloured say, c2. Since χ(G) ≥ 3, no thorn vertex can yield a rainbow neighbourhood. Also, a vertex in the
c© 2017 Authors
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corresponding fade set F◦(G) cannot yield a rainbow neighbourhood. Thus, since ti ≥ 1 it implies that
f−(G?) ≥ f−(G) + 1. However additional vertices can yield rainbow neighbourhoods in G? whilst not
yielding in G. Therefore, f−(G?)≤ f−(G)+
`
∑
i=1
ti.
(b) Similar reasoning as that in (vi)(a) applies.
This completes the proof.
Note that 0≤ f+(G)≤ f−(G)≤ n−1.
Lemma 1. For any graph G, we have f−(G+K1) = f−(G) and f+(G+K1) = f+(G).
Proof. Let the graph G permit the chromatic colouring on the colours C = {c1,c2,c3, . . . ,cχ(G)}. The result is obvious
for a trivial graph. Hence, assume that G is a non-trivial graph. Therefore, since G is connected, we have χ(G)≥ 2.
Certainly, the graph G′ = K1+G requires the chromatic colouring on the colour set {c1,c2,c3, . . . ,cχ(G),cχ(G)+1}.
Without loss of generality, let c(K1) = cχ(G)+1. Obviously, any vertex v ∈V (G) that may fade to a transparent vertex
in G, may fade in G′ also. Therefore, f−(G′)≥ f−(G) and f+(G′)≥ f+(G). Since the vertex corresponding to K1 also
yields a rainbow neighbourhood, it cannot fade to a transparent vertex. Hence, f−(G′)≤ f−(G) and f+(G′)≤ f+(G)
This implies f−(G′) = f−(G) and f+(G′) = f+(G). Hence the result.
Lemma 1 implies that if multiple, say t, copies of K1 are joined to G then, f−(t ·K1+G) = f−(G) and f+(t ·K1+
G) = f+(G).
The generalised windmill-on-G, denoted by W (m)G , is the graph defined by W
(m)
G = K1+
m⋃
i=1
Gi with Gi 'G, 1≤ i≤m.
Lemma 1 implies that f−(W (m)G ) =m · f−(G) and f+(W (m)G ) =m · f+(G). It is also to be noted that all known windmill
graphs are windmill-on-G for some G. The Dutch windmill graph is simply m copies of a cycle Cn, n≥ 3 which share
a common cycle vertex.
Let us now recall the definitions of the join and corona of two graphs.
The join of two graphs G1 and G2 with disjoint vertex sets V1 and V2, and edge sets E1 and E2 is the graph union
G1∪G2 together with all the edges joining V1 and V2 (see [2]). The join of G1 and G2 is denoted by G1+G2.
The corona of two graphs G1 and G2, denoted by G1 ◦G2, is the graph obtained by taking one copy of G1 (which
has n1 vertices) and n1 copies of G2 and then joining the i-th vertex of G1 to every point in the i-th copy of G2 (see
[2]).
The next results is on the fading numbers of the join and corona of two graphs.
Theorem 3. Consider two graphs G and H of order n1,n2, respectively. Then, we have
(i) f−(G+H) = f−(G)+ f−(H) and f+(G+H) = f+(G)+ f+(H).
(ii)
(a) f−(G◦H) = n1 · f−(H)) and f+(G◦H) = n1 · f+(H)), if χ(H)≥ χ(G)−1; else
(b) f−(G◦H)≤ f−(G)+n1 ·n2 and f+(G◦H)≤ f+(G)+n1 ·n2.
Proof. Part (i): Without loss of generality, let G permit a chromatic colouring on the colours
C1 = {c1,c2,c3, . . . ,cχ(G)} and let H permit a chromatic colouring on the colours
C2 = {cχ(G)+1,cχ(G)+2,cχ(G)+3, . . . ,cχ(G)+χ(H)}. Therefore, the graph G+H will permit the chromatic colouring on
the colours C = {c1,c2,c3, . . . ,cχ(G),cχ(G)+1,
cχ(G)+2,cχ(G)+3, . . . ,cχ(G)+χ(H)}. Clearly, any vertex v ∈V (G), that yields a rainbow neighbourhood in G, also yields
a rainbow neighbourhood in G+H and vice versa. Also, any vertex u ∈ V (G) that does not yield a rainbow
neighbourhood in G, cannot yield a rainbow neighbourhood in G+H and vice versa. Similarly, any vertex v ∈V (G)
that may fade to a transparent vertex in G may fade to transparent in G+H and vice versa. Therefore, the results
for both, f−(G+H), f+(G+H).
Part (ii)(a): For any vertex v ∈ V (G) with c(v) = ci recolour all vertices u ∈ V (H) which have c(u) = ci to the
colour cχ(H)+1. Then the first part of the result i.e. for χ(H)≥ χ(G)−1, is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.
c© 2017 Authors
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Part (ii)(b): For the second part it is clear that all vertices v ∈V (G) that yield a rainbow neighbourhood will yield
a rainbow neighbourhood in G◦H. Therefore, rχ(G◦H)≥ rχ(G).
It also follows that no vertex w∈V (H) can yield a rainbow neighbourhood in G◦H. To show the aforesaid, assume
that the vertex w ∈ V (H) of the t-th copy of H joined to v ∈ V (G) is a vertex yielding a rainbow neighbourhood
in G◦H. It means that vertex w has at least one neighbour for each colour ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ χ(H)< χ(G)−1 as well as
the neighbour v with, without loss of generality, the colour c(v) = cχ(H)+1. Since, cχ(H)+1 can at best be the colour
cχ(G)−1, the colour cχ(G) /∈ N[w] in rχ(G◦H), which is a contradiction. Therefore, rχ(G◦H) = rχ(G).
Hence, f−(G ◦H) ≥ f−(G) and f+(G ◦H) ≥ f+(G). Clearly, for any copy of graph H, each vertex w ∈ V (H)
may fade to a transparent vertex because any colour c(w) ∈ c(G). A vertex in V (G), that did not yield a rainbow
neighbourhood in G, may yield a rainbow neighbourhood in G◦H under the chromatic colouring of the copies of H
and hence it follows that, f−(G◦H)≤ f−(G)+n1 ·n2 and f+(G◦H)≤ f+(G)+n1 ·n2.
Next, we have our important result as follows:
Theorem 4. For a graph G of order n we have
(i) f−(G)> 0 if and only if r−χ (G)< n;
(ii) f+(G)> 0 if and only if r+χ (G)< n.
Proof. Part (i): Consider a graph G of order n with r−χ (G)< n. Consider any vertex v that does not yield a rainbow
neighbourhood in G. If v /∈ N[u] for any u which yields a rainbow neighbourhood, then v may fade to become a
transparent vertex. Hence, f−(G)> 0. Also, if each u that yields a rainbow neighbourhood and has a vertex v ∈ N[u]
and a vertex w 6= v such that c(w) = c(v), then v may fade to become transparent. Therefore, f−(G)> 0. Finally, in
each N[u], if v∈N[u], u yields a rainbow neighbourhood and the colour c(v) is distinct from all colours in C , then the
colouring is not minimum as assumed. Hence, v can be recoloured such that χ(G) remains valid and the colouring
becomes minimum. Therefore, v is permitted to fade to become transparent vertex. Alternatively, v is adjacent to at
least one of each colours in C . This implies that v indeed yields a rainbow neighbourhood in G and by immediate
induction all vertices yield a rainbow neighbourhood in G. Hence, r−χ (G) = n, which is a contradiction. Therefore, if
r−χ (G)< n then, f−(G)> 0.
For the converse, consider a graph G of order n for which f−(G)> 0. The result is straight forward, because any
vertex that yields a rainbow neighbourhood cannot fade to transparent.
Part (ii): This part follows by similar reasoning of that in Part (i).
3 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced the notion of the fading number of a graph G and discussed this parameter for
certain fundamental graph classes. We note that there is a wide scope for further research to determine the minimum
and maximum fading numbers for different classes of graphs. One important open problem we have identified during
our study is to resolve, if possible, is to find the respective minimum and maximum rainbow neighbourhood numbers
from the adjacency matrix of a graph G.
Recall that the clique number of a graph G is the order of a maximal clique (induced complete graph) in G. The
clique number is denoted by ω(G).
Conjecture 1. For a graph G 6=Cn; n is odd, such that ω(G)< χ(G), we have f+(G)> 0.
We have discussed some results on the join and corona of two graphs in this paper. The study may be extended
to other graph operations and graph products. A study on the fading number of different graph powers are also
possible. All these facts highlight a wide scope for further studies in this area.
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